A snapshot of the term:
It is going to be another busy and action packed term!
Some of the activities/events to look forward to include:

- Yoga
- Fun Run
- Junior Sports Day
- Swimming

Read the bulletin for details of each event.

TAKING ACTION: ‘The seasons affect how our world works’
Integral to the inquiry learning process is taking action. We have enjoyed being scientists and exploring various concepts including forces, matter and observing changes in the sky and landscape.
So how have we decided to take action?

We have decided that we would like a place in the school where we can go to and be scientists, hence the idea to create a garden that will enable us to explore our natural earth. The planning of our garden has involved the drawing of a garden using a bird’s eye view, collating information from our designs, writing letters to ask for assistance and surveying children to select a name for the garden. After much collaboration, the Prep children decided that the Year 1 children should select a name for the garden from a list compiled by the Preps. The Year 1’s voted on our garden to be called, ‘The Nature Garden’.

The garden is under construction. Dugald (a year 1 parent) and Fiona (Willoughby’s mum- Prep E) have volunteered their time to help us with this project. They can’t do this alone. If anyone is able to help, please see your child’s teacher. Each Prep class looked at the design list and selected something to make/create for The Nature Garden’.

- Prep C- create a path using pavers under an arch
- Prep S- mosaic a bench seat
- Prep N- mosaic a bird bath
- Prep – create a hanging garden on the fence; decorate the fence

Yoga:
Yoga commences tomorrow and will be held each Friday. We recommend that your child wears shorts or leggings on this day.

No hat, no play:
Students will require to wear their school hat for ALL outside activities. Please ensure that your child’s hat is clearly labelled. If your child does not have a hat, he/she will be required to play under the large tree outside the MPC.

Prep Teachers 😊